Call for Editors of Journal of Advanced Academics
SAGE announces the search for new Editor(s) of our journal,
Journal of Advanced Academics. This peer-reviewed,
quarterly journal focuses on research that supports and
enhances advanced academic achievement for students of all
ages. We are currently accepting editor applications for a
three-year term (with potential for renewal)
commencing January 1st, 2023. Applications are now due
June 26, 2022.
Journal of Advanced Academics publishes articles that feature
strategies for increasing academic achievement, programs
that promote high levels of academic achievement and
engagement, and programs that prepare students to engage
in high-level and rigorous academics. The Editor(s) will be
expected to work with SAGE to ensure high quality peer
review and timely and accurate delivery of manuscripts for
publication.

The Editor(s) will be responsible for soliciting, reviewing, and making final decisions on
submissions to the journal. In addition, they should manage all aspects of the publication and
review process using the Manuscript Central electronic submission and review platform. The
Editor(s) is/are expected to maintain timely and effective communication, advance journal
performance, and work towards upholding Journal of Advanced Academic’s high-quality standard.

Applicants should have a distinguished scholarly record in the field and experience in academic
leadership roles. Applicants should also possess strong organizational and management skills, the
ability to work well with others, and a commitment to SAGE’s mission: believing passionately that
engaged scholarship lies at the heart of any healthy society and the education is intrinsically
valuable. This means playing a creative role in society by disseminating teaching and research on a
global scale, the cornerstones of which are good, long-term relationships, a focus on our markets,
and an ability to combine quality and innovation.
SAGE provides the Journal of Advanced Academics with editorial support including stipend.

What to include in your application:
- Current CV, including list of publications
- Letter of intent, sharing your perspective on current strengths and weaknesses of the
journal, prospective editorial strategy and preliminary plans for the editorial board
- Those without institutional support are encouraged to apply and are not viewed as less
competitive than those with such support. Still, if available, you may indicate institutional
support in the form of expected faculty release time, office space, utilities, the use of
computers/office equipment, support for staff, student workers, or other basic expenses.

Applications and requests for additional information should be sent to Amy Quon,
Publishing Editor, at Amy.Quon@sagepub.com. Please make sure to put “JOAA Editor
Application” in the subject line of your email.

